
200 YARD .22 CENTERFIRE VARMINT MATCH 
2024 Rules 

For more information, contact Patrick Cronin at 573-315-9416, pchelopilot@gmail.com 
 
 
Entry fee $10.00 
 
 
RIFLES: Any FACTORY Centerfire Varmint rifle.22 caliber or less ONLY with a working safety 
will be allowed. NO magnums muzzle breaks, ported barrels or turners will be allowed, BARREL 
must be factory. ANY scope 36X or less will be allowed, after market triggers allowed but MUST 
have a working safety. Sleeved actions custom actions or stocks designed specifically for 
benchrest competition WILL NOT BE ALLOWED. ALL actions/receivers as in other matches 
must be stock and NO modifications allowed. Semi or full beavertail stock allowed, stock cannot 
exceed 2-1/2 inches at its widest point and must be convex where it contacts front and rear 
bags. A small area on the front stock where an accessory rail may be installed will be allowed. 
 
AMMUNITION: MATCH will be 25 rounds per shooter, plus sighting shots (as you require). 
 
TARGETS: The targets used will be like NBRSA 200 Yard target. 5 targets plus a sighter target 
per sheet. ONE shot per scoring target on the target sheet, 5 shoots maximum per sheet on 
scoring target. UNLIMITED Shoots on the sighting target. Shooters will get 15 minutes per 
sheet, while shooting the course of fire. Shoot 5 times in a match at 5 targets each with 5 
scoring targets plus sighters. (More than 5 shots per scoring target, Lowest score counts for 
that target) 
 
SCORING: 200 Yard Target scores have a value from 3 to 10 points plus 5 X. Two or more 
shots on the scoring target the lower score will be recorded. Possible scoring shots per sheet 50 
points with 5Xs. Possible points “per match” 250 points with 25x on 5 target sheets. 
 
RESTS: Front rest must be factory HOPPIES CALDWELL SINCLAIR HART etc. with factory top 
and owl ear bag touching the stock BIPODS are ALLOWED. Rear rests must also be factory 
with ears touching the stock. ALL bag’s rests/must be filled with sand, pellets, rice foam pellets. 
NO full-length sandbags. NO “one piece” rests allowed.  
 
SAFETY FIRST ALWAYS Violations of safety rules will be a disqualification from the match. 
 

 
 


